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About This Game

The much anticipated sequel to the #1 casual game of 2005, LUXOR 2 HD has been re-imagined and sets the new standard for
action-puzzlers with dazzling new HD graphics & 5d3b920ae0
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This game is fanstastic!!!! i like it.. 0/ Mindless ball tossing and colors, what more can you ask for on a brain dead night.. There
is nothing better than after a long hard day play with balls a little :). Nope. This sequel is annoying. It features a few new
weapons, some of them are worthless. The levels are kinda the same after a while. Thing is, after the level 10 there's a massive
spike on the difficulty, not a little but huge. The game doesn't compensate with any advantage to the player. It stops being funny
the moment it stops being a casual game and becomes a shooter that requires perfect aim and, the ugliest thing, plain luck to get
the right ball or the right weapon (most of the time the 'weapon' becomes a liability, not a helpful thing). Compared to the first
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one this plainly sucks. Masochists only.. Stages repeat way too often. Broken control scheme which leads to way too many
instances of pausing the game without intent. If you enjoy match games, there are many better examples out there.just skip this
one.. One of my favorites. Great game to unwind with. There is an element of strategy, and a great dose of hand-eye
coordination. Easy to just shut out everything and zone out in the game.. Nope. This sequel is annoying. It features a few new
weapons, some of them are worthless. The levels are kinda the same after a while. Thing is, after the level 10 there's a massive
spike on the difficulty, not a little but huge. The game doesn't compensate with any advantage to the player. It stops being funny
the moment it stops being a casual game and becomes a shooter that requires perfect aim and, the ugliest thing, plain luck to get
the right ball or the right weapon (most of the time the 'weapon' becomes a liability, not a helpful thing). Compared to the first
one this plainly sucks. Masochists only.. There is nothing better than after a long hard day play with balls a little :). Good game.
Simple. Very nice graphic and sound.
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